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ABSTRACT
We have examined the three-dimensional organiza-
tion of the yeast genome during quiescence by a
chromosome capture technique as a means of under-
standing how genome organization changes during
development. For exponentially growing cells we ob-
serve high levels of inter-centromeric interaction but
otherwise a predominance of intrachromosomal in-
teractions over interchromosomal interactions, con-
sistent with aggregation of centromeres at the spin-
dle pole body and compartmentalization of individ-
ual chromosomes within the nucleoplasm. Three ma-
jor changes occur in the organization of the quies-
cent cell genome. First, intrachromosomal associ-
ations increase at longer distances in quiescence
as compared to growing cells. This suggests that
chromosomes undergo condensation in quiescence,
which we confirmed by microscopy by measure-
ment of the intrachromosomal distances between
two sites on one chromosome. This compaction in
quiescence requires the condensin complex. Sec-
ond, inter-centromeric interactions decrease, con-
sistent with prior data indicating that centromeres
disperse along an array of microtubules during qui-
escence. Third, inter-telomeric interactions signifi-
cantly increase in quiescence, an observation also
confirmed by direct measurement. Thus, survival
during quiescence is associated with substantial
topological reorganization of the genome.
INTRODUCTION
The organization of the genome within the nuclei of cells
of the same type is remarkably consistent from cell to
cell, promoting and reflecting genome function. In all ac-
tively growing cells rDNA is sequestered in the nucleolus,
a distinct compartment organized around the synthesis of
rRNA for subsequent assembly into ribosomes. In nuclei
of metazoan cells, individual chromosomes inhabit distinct
domains in a stereotypic fashion across most cells (1,2).
Whether such three-dimensional (3D) organization pro-
vides local addresses to facilitate gene expression or other
functions remains to be resolved. In interphase mammalian
cell nuclei, regions of heterochromatin lie adjacent to the
nuclear membrane and around nucleoli. This structure un-
dergoes dramatic reorganization in senescent cells, with cer-
tain heterochromatic regions migrating from the periphery
to the interior and while other domains move from the in-
terior to the periphery (3). The functional consequences of
this reorganization are unclear. Nonetheless, these results
suggest that interrogating the organization of the genome
in cells under different developmental conditions may pro-
vide information on the function of different regions of
the genome in those conditions and define the interplay of
genome structure and function during developmental tran-
sitions.
The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae provides a facile sys-
tem for correlating genome organization and function as
that organization is modified during developmental pro-
gression (4). Several functional constraints drive the 3D
structure of the yeast genome within the nucleus of ac-
tively growing cells. A primary organizing principle is seg-
regation of chromosomes at mitosis. As a consequence of
the closed mitosis and the retention of the nuclear mem-
brane, yeast centromeres remain attached to a mitotic spin-
dle throughout the cell cycle, residing near the spindle pole
body and thus in close proximity to one another at all times
(5–7). Furthermore, chromosome arms, which lag behind
the centromeres during mitosis and anaphase, retain that
wishbone-like, or Rabl, configuration throughout the cell
cycle with the trailing telomeres remaining associated with
the nuclear membrane and often clustered near each other
(8,9). This geometric structure results in close physical asso-
ciation of telomeres on chromosome arms of equal length
(10,11). The second organizing principle, as noted above, is
the sequestration of rDNA within the nucleolus. In addi-
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tion, tRNA genes have been reported to cluster with each
other and near the periphery of the nucleolus, perhaps re-
flecting both an aggregation of Polymerase III complexes
in the nucleus and an association of the transcription com-
plexwith the rDNAorganization (12–14). Finally, some evi-
dence suggests that DNA replication takes place on discrete
loci within the nucleus, where the replication machinery re-
mains stationary and DNA strands migrate through during
replication (15–18). Thus, the yeast genome exhibits exten-
sive 3D organization during exponential growth.
We have examined the 3D organization of the genome
during quiescence as a means of understanding how
genome organization changes under significant transcrip-
tional and structural reprogramming during development.
In yeast, starvation for any of several essential nutrients elic-
its exit from the mitotic cycle and entry into a poorly de-
fined quiescent state, designated as G0 (19,20). The only un-
equivocal property of cells in quiescence is the ability to re-
tain viability over extended time and to return to mitotic
growth when the limiting nutrient is restored (21). Many
other properties attributed to quiescent cells, such as heat
shock resistance, increased cell wall thickness, resistance to
oxidative damage, etc., have been shown to be simply ex-
treme extensions of properties acquired as cells grow more
slowly (21,22). Thus, unequivocal markers of quiescent cells
remain elusive and the critical properties that allow cells to
retain viability over extend time remain poorly defined.
Most studies of quiescence in yeast have focused on sta-
tionary cells––those cells grown in rich media following
depletion of glucose and subsequent depletion of the re-
sultant ethanol produced by fermentation of the glucose
(19). This process yields a mixture of viable and non-
viable cells with quite distinct physiological and metabolic
properties (23). We have found that depletion of different
nutrients––glucose, nitrogen, phosphate or sulfur––from
cells growing in rich media all elicit a quiescent state, as
judged by the ability of cells to retain viability for extended
time and to resume growth following re-addition of the
missing nutrient (21). Even though cells starved for dif-
ferent nutrients exhibit different transcriptional, metabolic
and proteomic responses depending on the limited nutrient,
the response of cells to any one particular starvation is uni-
form, yielding a single population of fully viable cells.
All quiescent cells appear to exhibit one characteris-
tic that is independent of the starvation regimen used
to elicit quiescence––namely, genome organization. Many
years ago, Pin˜on and colleagues demonstrated that chro-
matin of starved cells sedimented as a distinct structure in
sucrose gradients but with a different velocity than did chro-
matin of eitherG1 orG2phase cells (24). The sedimentation
rate of chromatin from quiescent cells was identical whether
cells were induced into quiescence by starvation for glucose,
nitrogen or sulfur. Thus, the investigators proposed that
quiescence, regardless of its etiology, was associated with a
specific organizational alteration of the genome. Consistent
with this hypothesis, the DNaseI sensitivity of chromatin
from quiescent cells is significantly less than that from grow-
ing cells (25). We have examined the nature of that altered
organization by applying a global chromosome conforma-
tion capture technique, referred to as Hi-C, that identifies to
what regions of the genome each site within the genome is
in proximity. This analysis confirms that the organization of
the genome in quiescent cells is distinct from that in growing
cells. Moreover, the results from this study define the spe-
cific nature of that reorganization and are consistent with
recent observations regarding the reorganization of cellular
structures within yeast cells induced into quiescence (26).
Finally, these observations provide insight into the nature of
quiescence and the ability of such cells to survive extended
periods of starvation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strain construction
All S. cerevisiae strains used in this study are listed in Ta-
ble 1. They were derived from strains of either the W303 or
S288C backgrounds and were created using standard yeast
methods (27). Strain Y4158, derived from strain Y3904 by
sporulation, was transformed with a polymerase chain re-
action (PCR) fragment encoding sequences with homology
to the CAN1 locus flanking a KanR cassette preceded by
a GFP-LacI fusion gene driven by the S. cerevisiae HIS3
promoter and a TetR-mCherry fusion gene driven by the
S. cerevisiae URA3 promoter to generate strain Y4159. In-
sertion of LacO and TetR arrays at specific loci was ac-
complished as described previously (28) by transforming
strainY2963with plasmids pPJS181, pPJS225 and pPJS274
(Table 2) to generate strain Y4160, Y4161 and Y4162, re-
spectively. All integrations were verified by sequencing PCR
products from the insertion site. The resulting strains were
mated with Y4159 to generate diploids used for imaging.
The strain Y4166 was constructed by mating strains Y4159
and Y2961 to generate a strain used to visualize the spa-
tial distances between two loci on chromosome IX. The
KanMX cassette of strain Y4159 was then replaced with
LEU2 in order to allow for G418 resistance to be used in
making mutants of this strain. This strain and Y2961 were
each transformed with PCR fragments encoding tempera-
ture sensitive alleles for either smc1–2, to produce strains
Y4167 and Y4168, or smc2–8, to produce strains Y4169
and Y4170, both tagged by a KanMX cassette for selec-
tion. Strains Y4167 and Y4168 were mated to produce the
homozygous smc1–2 diploid Y4171, and Y4169 and Y4170
were mated to produce the homozygous smc2–8 diploid
Y4172. To visualize telomeric foci strain Y4173 contain-
ing Rap1-GFP andHta1-mCherry alleles (29) was mated to
Y3358 to produce a prototrophic diploid Y4174. The larger
nuclear volume in diploid cells provides for higher resolu-
tion in single cell imaging (28).
Microscopy and image processing
For comparison of exponential growth and 1-day glucose-
starved quiescence, single colonies of strains Y4163, Y4164,
Y4165 and Y4166 were each grown overnight at 30◦C and
inoculated into fresh 3 ml SD cultures (27) and grown for
7–8 h to 1. x 107 cells per ml. Cells were concentrated by
centrifugation and 10 l of cells were placed on a 24 mm
x 60 mm glass cover slip and covered by an agar pad ap-
proximately 15 mm x 15 mm x 5 mm. The rest of the culture
was pelleted by quick centrifugation, washed twice with SD
lacking glucose, resuspended in 2.5 ml SD lacking glucose
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Table 1. Yeast strains used in this study
Name MT Genotype Background Reference
Y3358 a HIS3 LEU2 TRP1 URA3 W303 (21)
Y3904 a/ his3–11,15/HIS3 leu2–3,112/LEU3 trp1–1/TRP1 ura3–1/URA3
can1–100/can1–100
W303 This study
Y4158  HIS3 leu2–3,112 TRP1 ura3–1 can1–100 W303 This study
Y4159  HIS3 leu2–3,112 TRP1 ura3–1
can1::PHIS3-GFP-LacI:PURA3-TetR-mCherry:KanMX6
W303 This study
Y2963 a leu2 ura3 trp1 his3 chrIX-421kb::TetO112:URA3 can1–100 S288C (28)
Y4160 a leu2 ura3 trp1 his3 chrIX-421kb::TetO112:URA3 chrIII-297k:LacO256:LEU2 S288C This study
Y4161 a leu2 ura3 trp1 his3 chrIX-421kb::TetO112:URA3 chrIII-17k:LacO256:LEU2 S288C This study
Y4162 a leu2 ura3 trp1 his3 chrIX-421kb::TetO112:URA3 chrIX-16k:LacO256:LEU2 S288C This study
Y4163 a/ leu2/leu2 ura3/ura3 trp1/TRP1 his3/HIS3
can1/can1::PHIS3-GFP-LacI:PURA3-TetR-mCherry:KanMX6
chrIX-421kb::TetO112:URA3/chrIX chrIII-297kb:LacO256:LEU2/chrIII
S288C /W303 This study
Y4164 a/ leu2/leu2 ura3/ura3 trp1/TRP1 his3/HIS3
can1–100/can1::PHIS3-GFP-LacI:PURA3-TetR-mCherry:KanMX6
chrIX-421kb::TetO112:URA3/chrIX chrIII-17kb:LacO256:LEU2/chrIII
S288C /W303 This study
Y4165 a/ leu2/leu2 ura3/ura3 trp1/TRP1 his3/HIS3
can1–100/can1::PHIS3-GFP-LacI:PURA3-TetR-mCherry:KanMX6
chrIX-421kb::TetO112:URA3/chrIX chrIX-16kb:LacO256:LEU2/chrIX
S288C /W303 This study
Y2961 a leu2 ura3 trp1 his3 can1 chrIX-225kb::TetO112:URA3
chrIX-106kb:LacO256:LEU2
S288C (28)
Y4166 a/ leu2/leu2 ura3/ura3 trp1/TRP1 his3/HIS3
can1/can1::PHIS3-GFP-LacI:PURA3-TetR-mCherry:KanMX6
chrIX-225kb::TetO112:URA3/chrIX chrIX-106kb:LacO256:LEU2/chrIX
S288C /W303 This study
Y4167 a leu2 ura3 trp1 his3 can1 chrIX-225kb::TetO112:URA3
chrIX-106kb:LacO256:LEU2 smc1–2:KanMX
S288C This study
Y4168  HIS3 leu2–3,112 TRP1 ura3–1
can1::PHIS3-GFP-LacI:PURA3-TetR-mCherry:LEU2 smc1–2:KanMX
W303 This study
Y4169 a leu2 ura3 trp1 his3 can1 chrIX-225kb::TetO112:URA3
chrIX-106kb:LacO256:LEU2 smc2–8:KanMX
S288C This study
Y4170  HIS3 leu2–3,112 TRP1 ura3–1
can1::PHIS3-GFP-LacI:PURA3-TetR-mCherry:LEU2 smc2–8:KanMX
W303 This study
Y4171 a/ leu2/leu2 ura3/ura3 trp1/TRP1 his3/HIS3
can1/can1::PHIS3-GFP-LacI:PURA3-TetR-mCherry:LEU2
chrIX-225kb::TetO112:URA3/chrIX chrIX-106kb:LacO256:LEU2/chrIX
smc1–2:KanMX/smc1–2:KanMX
S288C /W303 This study
Y4172 a/ leu2/leu2 ura3/ura3 trp1/TRP1 his3/HIS3
can1/can1::PHIS3-GFP-LacI:PURA3-TetR-mCherry:LEU2
chrIX-225kb::TetO112:URA3/chrIX chrIX-106kb:LacO256:LEU2/chrIX
smc2–8:KanMX/smc2–8:KanMX
S288C /W303 This study
Y4173 a ura3–1 leu2,3–112 his3–1 ade2–1 can1–100 Δbar1 HTA1-mCherry::URA3
trp1–1::RAP1-GFP::TRP1
W303 (29)
Y4174 a/α his3–1/HIS3 leu2,3–112/leu2–3,112 trp1–1::RAP1-GFP::TRP1/TRP1
ura3–1/ura3–1 can1–100/can1–100 Δbar1/BAR1 HTA1-mCherry::URA3/HTA1
ade2–1/ADE2
W303/W303 This study
Table 2. Plasmids used in this study
Name Yeast genes Bacterial genes Background Reference
pPJS181 chrIII-297k:LacO256:LEU2 bla STBL2 This study
pPJS225 chrIII-17k:LacO256:LEU2 bla STBL2 This study
pPJS274 chrIX-16k:LacO256:LEU2 bla STBL2 This study
and incubated at 30◦C for 24 h before preparing another
aliquot of cells as above. The same procedure was used to
compare exponential growth to 1-day nitrogen-starved qui-
escence except that cultures were grown in nitrogen-limiting
medium before being pelleted, washed and resuspended in
SD lacking nitrogen (see (21)). Telomeric foci were prepared
for imaging similarly using strain Y4174. The temperature
sensitive experiments using strains Y4171 and Y4172 were
performed in a similar manner except that they were grown
at 23◦C and then shifted to 37◦C for 3 h with imaging be-
ing done for each of the two time points. Slides were im-
aged immediately after preparation on a DeltaVision Elite
deconvolution microscope (Applied Precision) fitted with a
100x objective (1.4 numerical aperture) at 22◦C. The images
were taken with a Photometrics CoolSNAP HQ2 charge-
coupled device camera. Stacks spaced 0.25 um totaling 5–
6 um were acquired, and the images were deconvolved us-
ing the Applied Precision SoftWorx built-in deconvolution
software. The deconvolved images were analyzed in Im-
ageJ (30) with the Bio-Formats plugin (31) using a custom
script that prompts the user to mark the nucleus for each
cell containing a single, clearly visible spot for both the red
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and green channels and then computes the 3D distance be-
tween the brightest red and green pixels within the marked
area. The resultant data were statistically analyzed using
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov or Mann-Whitney U-tests to as-
sess the difference in the distributions of spots. The results
were visualized in R using a custom script making use of the
following libraries: ggplot2, RColorBrewer, plyr, reshape2.
Telomeric foci were found using the ‘Find Maxima’ feature
in ImageJ using a threshold value chosen to very conserva-
tively minimize the possibility for spurious spot detection.
Hi-C
Two 400 ml cultures of Y3358 in SD were inoculated from
a fresh overnight culture and grown for 11–12 h to an op-
tical density at A600 of 0.8–1.0. One culture was immedi-
ately fixed with formaldehyde (Sigma F8775–25ML) at a
final concentration of 3% for 20 min shaking at 25◦C be-
fore being quenched with 2.5 M glycine for 5 min shaking
at 25◦C. The culture was then harvested by centrifugation
andwashed twice with 10ml dH2O and then resuspended in
3 ml of 1X NEBuffer 2 (New England Biolabs B7002S). A
small aliquot of cell suspension was kept to subsequently
determine the concentration of cells. The cell suspension
was dripped by pipette into a tube containing liquid nitro-
gen to flash freeze the cells as small droplets. The frozen
cell droplets were cryogenically lysed using a Retsch Cry-
omill (Retsch 0.749.0001) operating at 20 Hz for 20 min.
The frozen and ground cell suspension was gently thawed
on ice before being spun down and washed twice with 10
ml 1X NEBuffer 2. The resulting suspension was diluted to
an optical density at A600 of 5.0 and 6 ml of the suspen-
sion was used for subsequent analysis. The second culture
was filtered, washed twice with SD lacking glucose, resus-
pended in 400 ml of SD lacking glucose, incubated at 30◦C
in a shaking incubator for 24 h and then processed as above.
Hi-C was performed essentially as described (32). The fi-
nal libraries of paired fragments were sequenced on an Illu-
mina HiSeq 2500 using the TruSeq PE Cluster Kit v3 and
theTruSeq SBSKit v3 (Illumina PE-401–3001 andFC-401–
3001, respectively) to generate 100 base paired-end reads.
One half of a lane was used for each library, generating
about 100 million mate pairs of sequencing events per li-
brary. The mate pairs of individual sequencing events were
aligned to the W303 assembly of the yeast genome (33) us-
ing the Bowtie software (34) to assign each end of the DNA
fragment a single position within the W303 genome. After
removal of any duplicate sequencing events or events whose
mate-pairs map to the same fragment (self circles and un-
ligated DNA ends that were missed during the biotin re-
moval step) the mapped interactions produced around 40
million unique valid pair interactions per sample that were
then iteratively corrected as previously described (35) (Ta-
ble 3). The iteratively-corrected interaction data from each
sample were normalized to the total number of reads within
the sample in order to observe relative differences in interac-
tion frequency between multiple samples. All data analysis
of the normalized data was performed in R.
Table 3. Hi-C library statistics
Statistic Exponential growth Quiescence
Total sequencing reads 111,626,167 84,063,556
Reads mapped 75,343,368 58,770,429
Unique valid pairs 39,109,904 34,870,633
Self circles 8,554,309 2,314,772
Dangling ends 11,614,721 11,613,712
PCR duplicates 8,933,614 1,335,355
RESULTS
To investigate how the 3D conformation of the DNA of
yeast cells changes with changing environmental condi-
tions, we performed Hi-C experiments on yeast cells in ex-
ponential growth on glucose-containing medium and on
yeast cells in quiescence induced by glucose starvation.
Glucose starvation was accomplished by filtration of pro-
totrophic cultures growing in synthetic minimal glucose
medium followed by washing and resuspension in pre-
warmed synthetic minimal medium lacking glucose. This
starvation procedure elicits substantial immediate changes
in the transcriptome, metabolome and proteome of cells
but these profiles stabilize after one day and remain con-
stant for many days thereafter, indicating that cells enter a
stable state within one day (21). Moreover, almost all cells
maintain viability under this condition and retain the abil-
ity to reenter the cell division cycle once reintroduced into
glucose medium, suggesting that this stable state is a form
of quiescence (21). Physiological, transcriptional and pro-
teomic studies document that this state is distinct from that
of cells that enter quiescence through the exhaustion of ex-
ternal carbon during the progression to stationary phase
and the two growth trajectories mimic two different natu-
ral phenomena: immediate starvation following rapid tran-
sition to a nutrient depleted environment versus continu-
ously adaptive starvation in progressively limiting fermen-
tation conditions. We chose the comparison of exponential
growth to immediate glucose starvation because all cells re-
spond uniformly to that event and because it mimics an ex-
treme, immediate environmental change while limiting the
changing environmental elements to only a single variable:
whether or not the cells have access to an external carbon
source.
Hi-C captures the physical contacts between genomic loci
in a manner that allows the interrogation of all pairwise
interactions of unique sequences within the genome (36).
Briefly, this is accomplished by formaldehyde fixation to
preserve chromatin contacts, restriction enzyme digestion,
intramolecular ligation, isolation of ligated fragments and
paired-end sequencing of the ligation products to determine
to where in the genome each side uniquely maps (Figure
1A). After filtering for true interactions the sequencing data
are corrected for experimental biases and normalized to the
total number of reads within the sample before being par-
titioned into genomic bins sized 10 kb pairs (35). This bin
size is conservatively larger than the average distance be-
tween two genomic restriction sites used to generate the se-
quenced fragments. The resulting data are an all-by-all two-
dimensional matrix of sequencing reads where each column
and each row correspond to a specific genomic bin and the
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Figure 1. The yeast genome undergoes large scale reorganization in quiescence. (A) A graphic depiction of the experimental Hi-C method. (B) Interaction
frequency data matrix for each individual growth condition: exponential growth in blue below the diagonal, quiescence in orange above the diagonal. Data
points represent 10 kb-pair genomic bins for any two given genomic loci for which sequencing reads from true interactions were obtained. Chromosomes
are labeled periodically along the axes and are visually separated by black bars. Centromeric regions are marked with gray squares along the axes. Data
values for each bin are normalized to the total the number of sequencing reads within the sample and are shown as percentages of the highest value for
the sample. To better visually depict a broad range of interaction levels, data values falling outside of the 3rd to 97th percentiles of the total range are
set equal to the lowest or highest values within this truncated range, respectively. (C) Differential interaction frequency data matrix comparing Hi-C data
from the two growth states. Data values from (B) are represented here as quiescent signal minus exponential growth signal and are centered around no
change between growth states by Z-scoring the differential data set. Blue (negative) and orange (positive) values represent genomic interactions that occur
more frequently relative to other intra-sample genomic interactions in exponential growth and quiescence, respectively. Similar to (B) the data values were
modified to fit within a range spanning the 2nd to 98th percentiles of the total range for ease of visualization.
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Figure 2. Polymer scaling of chromosomes shows differences in com-
paction between the two growth states. Interaction frequencies for all ge-
nomic loci are plotted against distance between the interacting loci. To fa-
cilitate visual depiction of the different scaling trends for each sample the
LOESS regression is also shown along with slopes describing the major
trends.
value for any given row and column combination represents
the relative proportion of physical contacts made by the two
corresponding genomic loci. A graphical representation of
the data can be seen in Figure 1B and C. All of the features
noted below were evident in a biological replicate of this ex-
periment performed with lower sequence coverage.
The yeast genome undergoes large scale reorganization in
quiescence
The basic higher-order chromatin organization in grow-
ing and quiescent cells can be seen in Figure 1B with the
chromatin from both quiescent (orange) and exponentially
growing (blue) cells adopting similar overall conformations.
In agreement with previous Hi-C experiments performed
on yeast and other organisms, cis (intra-chromosomal)
interactions are much more frequent than trans (inter-
chromosomal) interactions, suggesting compartmentaliza-
tion of individual chromosomes within the nucleus (36–38).
Moreover, cis interactions fall off exponentially with in-
creasing distance between loci (Figure 2 and Supplemen-
tary Figure S1). The average levels of trans contacts for
all chromosomes follow the previously reported trend (12)
that chromosome size correlates inversely with trans in-
teraction frequency on the whole (Supplementary Figure
S2A), and contacts between smaller chromosome arms tend
to be about twice as frequent as contacts between longer
arms (Supplementary Figure S2B). These features are seen
in both exponential growth and quiescence.
In terms of nuclear organization of the genome, the bud-
ding yeast chromosomes adopt a Rabl-like conformation
where the centromeres are held securely near the nuclear
periphery close to the spindle pole body by kinetochore
microtubule attachments, with chromosome arms splayed
backward away from the centromeres and into the nuclear
space (5–7,39). This organization is immediately apparent
in our data as seen by strong interactions between all cen-
tromeric regions (defined as about 40 kb on either side
of the centromere) but very few interactions between cen-
tromeric regions and chromosome arms. In fact, the inter-
actions of centromeric regions with chromosome arms are
the least frequent class of interactions in the data set sug-
gesting a stronglymaintained spatial compartmentalization
of the two classes of genomic elements. Furthermore, this
phenomenon appears to be maintained from exponential
growth to quiescence suggesting that it is a fundamental as-
pect of nuclear organization in budding yeast (Figure 1B).
Figure 1C provides a differential view of the chromatin
organization between quiescent cells and exponentially
growing cells. Three striking features are apparent from this
graph. The first feature is the dramatic increase in long
range cis interactions at the expense of short range interac-
tions in quiescent cells. Excluding peri-centromeric and sub-
telomeric regions, loci that are closer than 40 kb interact
muchmore frequently in exponentially growing cells than in
quiescent cells. In contrast, loci spaced further apart than 40
kb are much more likely to interact during quiescence than
during exponential growth. Figure 2 and Supplementary
Figure S1 provide summaries of how the chromosome poly-
mers’ self-interactions scale with distance for both states
and document that this shift in short range to long range in-
teractions in quiescence occurs over all chromosomes. This
occurrence of a higher proportion of long-range cis contacts
during quiescence is consistent with the hypothesis that the
chromatin of quiescent cells is more compact than that of
exponentially growing cells.
The second feature that is apparent from Figure 1C is
the drastic decrease in interaction frequency among cen-
tromeric regions during quiescence. A condensed interac-
tion matrix of centromeric regions can be seen in Fig-
ure 3A. Nearly all centromeric regions have moderate de-
creases in trans interaction frequency, and the changes are
even more pronounced when considering only the genomic
bins containing the centromeres. This is consistent with
data described previously for cells transitioning from ex-
ponential growth to stationary phase (26). Even though
the inter-centromeric interactions decline in quiescence, the
cis interaction frequency between the two pericentric re-
gions on either side of the centromere on each chromosome
is maintained, highlighting the maintenance of the Rabl
conformation of chromosomes from exponential growth to
quiescence (Figure 1B). However, coincident with the de-
crease in trans interactions of the centromeres, the intra-
chromosomal interactions between pericentric regions and
the corresponding chromosome arms increase during qui-
escence (Supplementary Figure S3), likely reflecting a sub-
stantial disaggregation of the centromeric compartment of
the nucleus resulting in increased opportunity for intrachro-
mosomal interactions.
The third prominent feature of the comparative Hi-C
data is the change in interaction frequency of the subtelom-
eric regions (defined as about 30 kb from the chromosome
ends). Figures 1C and 3B show that, in contrast to the
centromeric trend, most subtelomeric regions interact with
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Figure 3. (A) Centromeric regions interact less frequently with each other
during quiescence. Data values are taken from Figure 1C and condensed
into individual bins representing the average interaction frequency for the
centromeric regions, defined as a range spanning about 40 kb pairs on ei-
ther side of the centromeres. Chromosomes are labeled periodically along
the axes. (B) Subtelomeric regions interact more frequently with each other
during quiescence. Data values are taken from Figure 1C and condensed
into individual bins representing the average interaction frequency for the
subtelomeric regions, defined as a range spanning about 30 kb pairs from
the end of the chromosome. Chromosomes are labeled periodically along
the axes with ‘L’ and ‘R’ representing the left and right subtelomeric re-
gions for the corresponding chromosome, respectively.
each other much more frequently during quiescence both
intra- and inter-chromosomally. In both exponential and
quiescent cells, telomeres on arms of equal length interact
more frequently than those of unequal length (Supplemen-
tary Figure S4). Telomeres form 4–8 foci within the nucleus
during exponential growth (7–8,40). Thus, hypotheses con-
sistent with our data are that these telomere clusters are con-
solidated into fewer foci during quiescence or that the foci
persist for a longer duration. To test these hypotheses, we
measured the number of telomeric foci in exponential versus
quiescent cells by fluorescencemicroscopy of a prototrophic
strain expressing Rap1-GFP. As noted in Supplementary
Figure S5A,D, the number of telomeric foci actually in-
creases in quiescence in cells starved for either glucose or
nitrogen. However, the intensity of Rap1 staining at the foci
increased in quiescent cells, suggesting that a larger amount
of Rap1 was incorporated into telomeric domains upon en-
try into quiescence (SupplementaryFigure S5C,D), perhaps
as a consequence of being liberated from ribosomal protein
and ribosomal biogenesis gene promoters. These observa-
tions are consistent with more sites of telomere interaction
but more robust interaction at those sites.
Organization of several functional genomic elements remains
essentially unchanged in quiescence
rDNA and the nucleolus. In both exponentially growing
and quiescent cells, the rDNA locus constitutes a profound
barrier dividing chromosomeXII into two distinct domains
that exhibit almost no interactions between sites on the two
separate domains (Figures 1C and 4). Thus, even though
rDNA expression is substantially decreased in quiescent
cells (41–44), the nuclear organization of chromosome XII
retains its distinct topological domains, indicating that the
nucleolus remains essentially intact. This is consistent with
previous cytological observations that the rDNAundergoes
increased compaction dependent on condensin upon nutri-
ent starvation (45).We note that the longer range intrachro-
mosomal interactions in quiescent cells increase among sites
within each domain of chromosome XII, to a greater dis-
tance and a greater frequency than those on other chromo-
some arms. Thus, the reduced nucleolar volume in quiescent
cells may allow greater flexibility of the DNA attached to
the organelle.
Origins of replication. A number of observations suggest
that origins of replication, essentially equivalent to au-
tonomously replicating sequences (ARSs), associate during
exponential growth (46). Current data suggest that a lim-
ited number of ‘replication factories’ exist within the cell
and that DNA strands are pulled through those factories
during replication. The most compelling evidence for such
factories is derived from observations from Tanaka’s group,
who showed that sites equidistant on either side of an ARS
converge during replication and then disperse after replica-
tion (16). Since quiescent cells no longer undergo replica-
tion and thus replication factories would not be expected
to be active, we were interested in addressing whether ARS
elements exhibited reduced 3D associations in quiescence.
Accordingly, we examined specifically the change in inter-
actions of ARSs under this transition. As seen in Figure 5,
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Figure 4. The rDNA spatially segregates the right arm of chromosome
XII. Chromosome XII highlighted from Figure 1C. Relative to the rDNA
located near the middle of chromosome XII, the centromere-proximal side
of the chromosome shows very few interactions with the centromere-distal
side. Furthermore, in both growth states each side of the chromosome
shows a higher self-interaction frequency than domost other chromosome
arms with an even greater increase during quiescence.
some ARS domains show a decrease in association in qui-
escent relative to growing cells while others show an in-
crease in interaction. Interestingly, when replication origins
are queried by their firing time during S phase (47) a subset
of the earliest firing origins shows a large decrease in trans
interaction frequency during quiescence (Figure 5). This is
likely due to their close proximity to centromeres, which
are known to be near some of the earliest firing origins ap-
parently as a means of efficiently achieving biorientation of
sister chromatids during S phase (48). Consistent with the
overall changes in topological organization, the ARS do-
mains showing a decrease in association are those located
in peri-centric regions, whose trans interactions, as noted
above, are dispersed during quiescence. Thus, the reorgani-
zation of ARSs during quiescence appears primarily to be
a consequence of the dispersion of peri-centromeric regions
rather than dissociation of specific replication factories.
tRNA genes. Thompson et al. (13) showed by fluorescence
in situ hybridization that several groups of tRNA family
genes were clustered near the periphery of the nucleolus.
Moreover, Duan et al. suggested from earlier Hi-C studies
that most tRNA genes participate in one of two interaction
groups during exponential growth, one of which appeared
to be associated with the rDNA locus (12). Our results at
higher resolution with exponentially growing cells confirm
Figure 5. Autonomous Replication Sequences cluster into distinct func-
tional groups. Data for those bins containing ARS elements were orga-
nized by unsupervised hierarchical clustering of the exponential growth
data and shown in (A) for quiescent (top left, orange) and exponentially
growing (bottom right, blue) cells and in (B) for the difference between
the two data sets. Pericentric ARSs are marked by black dashes along the
axes, and the replication timing of eachARS is given by the gray bars along
the axes (bar length represents the percent of cells that have replicated the
ARS 10 min after the start of S phase). Pericentric ARSs and early-firing
origins tend to cluster together in the upper-right cluster with pericentric
ARSs showing greatly decreased interaction frequency during quiescence.
Trans interactions between clusters generally increase during quiescence
while cis interactions other than those involving the pericentric ARSs show
little change on average. Smaller clusters form from ARSs along the same
chromosome.
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the pattern reported in that earlier study but point to a dif-
ferent mechanistic basis for that clustering (Figure 6A). In
particular, we note strong association among a core of ap-
proximately 64 tRNA genes comprising an aggregate of lo-
cal clusters of tRNA genes near the centromeres of all the
chromosomes. The genes defined by Thompson et al. as
residing near the nucleolus are equally distributed among
this core cluster and regions not in the core. Moreover, the
tRNA gene 12tQ(UUG)L, located less than 3 kb from the
rDNA cluster, does not show any notable trans association
with any other tRNA genes. On a larger scale, all tRNA
genes fall into one of two groups of approximately equal
numbers, one of which comprises genes that show little in-
teraction with the pericentric core tRNA genes (Figure 6A,
lower left quadrant) and one comprising genes that interact
more extensively with that core group (upper right quad-
rant). Finally, tRNA genes exhibit enhanced intrachromo-
somal interactions over all the chromosome arms, but with
all the tRNAs on chromosome X showing quite high inter-
action across the entire chromosome. We conclude that the
major organizing principle of tRNA genes during exponen-
tial growth is the overall chromosomal structure imposed
by centromere clustering and the persistent Rabl configura-
tion, with any potential higher order organization masked
by this predominant signal.
This overall pattern of tRNA organization remains un-
changed in quiescent cells, although the intensities of the
interactions do change (Figure 6A and B). In particular, the
pericentric tRNA genes in the core cluster interact less fre-
quently in quiescence than in exponential growth. On the
other hand, more distant tRNA genes on the same chro-
mosome interact more frequently in quiescent cells than
in growing cells, often at the expense of shorter distance
interactions. Thus, the basic principles distinguishing the
change in the overall organization of the genome in qui-
escence drive the observed changes in the organization of
tRNA genes.
Confirmation of Hi-C results by interrogation of individual
loci
OurHi-C results spark several predictions regarding the rel-
ative intracellular arrangements of specific regions of the
genome. In order to test those predictions, we used fluo-
rescence microscopy as an orthogonal approach to mea-
sure spatial distances between loci (49,50). Our assumption
is that an increased frequency of interaction reflects a de-
creased average distance between the interacting loci. In or-
der to measure the distance between two loci, we inserted a
large array of Lac operator repeats and a large array of Tet
operator repeats into two different loci in strains express-
ing GFP-tagged Lac repressor and mCherry-tagged Tet re-
pressor. The binding of the fluorescent repressors to their
respective operators produced two distinct colored spots in
the microscope, from which by analyzing deconvolved z-
stacks we could calculate a 3D separation distance in a large
number of individual cells.
One conclusion from the Hi-C results is that many telom-
eres spendmore time in close association in quiescence than
during active growth. Accordingly, we measured the distri-
bution of distances in individual exponentially growing cells
Figure 6. tRNAs partition into two large groups. Unsupervised hierarchi-
cal clustering of the exponential growth data was applied to the tRNA
data shown for (A) quiescent (top left, orange) and exponentially growing
(bottom right, blue) cells and (B) the differential data set. Pericentric tR-
NAs are marked by black dashes along the axes, and tRNAs previously
identified to be localized near the nucleolus are marked with gray dashes
along the axes. Pericentric tRNAs cluster together in the upper-right clus-
ter and show large decreases in interaction frequency during quiescence,
while nucleolar tRNAs are spread throughout both large clusters. Trans
interactions between clusters generally increase during quiescence while
cis interactions other than those involving the pericentric tRNAs show lit-
tle change on average. Smaller clusters form from tRNAs along the same
chromosome.
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compared to those in quiescent cells for three sets of loci:
TEL09R versus TEL03L, TEL09R versus TEL03R and
TEL09R versus TEL09L. Our Hi-C data indicated an in-
creased interaction for all three of these pairs in quiescence.
Consistent with this observation, our microscopy analysis
returned a mean distance between loci in quiescent cells of
6.1%, 7.3% and 5.8% shorter in quiescent than in expo-
nentially growing cells, respectively, a modest but statisti-
cally relevant difference (Figure 7). Thus, the increased fre-
quency of interaction correlates with a decreased average
inter-loci distance. As noted above, this reduced distance
does not derive from fewer telomeric foci in quiescent cells.
Rather, more telomeric foci are present in quiescent cells
than in growing cells, albeit with an apparent increase in
Rap1 abundance at those foci, suggesting a possible increase
in the avidity of the interactions.
A second observation from our Hi-C results is an in-
crease in long range intrachromosomal interactions in qui-
escent cells relative to that in growing cells. To confirm
this, we inserted the TetO array upstream ofHOP1 and the
LacO array upstream of TAO3, thereby positioning them
119 kb apart on the same arm of chromosome IX. Fig-
ure 8A presents representative images of cells imaged for
these arrays. Figure 8B reports the cumulative distances be-
tween the two spots in a wild type background grown at
23◦C exponentially or starved for glucose or nitrogen. For
the exponential growth and glucose-starved conditions the
cultures were split once reaching the appropriate cell den-
sity, with one subset staying at 23◦C and the other shifted
to 37◦C for 3 h. Three biological replicates were examined
for each condition and more than 500 cells imaged and an-
alyzed for each replicate. As evident, the distance between
the loci in exponentially growing cells was on average sig-
nificantly longer than that in the quiescent cells obtained
at either temperature or by starvation for either glucose or
nitrogen (P < 0.05 in all cases). In a separate experiment
with cells grown or starved at 30◦C, the distance between
the loci was also significantly shorter in quiescent cells (P=
2×10−8, data not shown). These results are consistent with
the hypothesis that quiescent cells exhibit a higher average
degree of chromosome condensation than do growing cells,
which would account for the increased long range interac-
tions observed by Hi-C and the shorter intrachromosomal
distance detected by microscopic observation.
As an initial step in addressing the molecular basis for
the increased chromatin compaction during quiescence, we
first asked whether the nuclear volume was reduced in cells
in quiescence relative to that in exponential growth. We ob-
served no difference in the volume of quiescent cells ob-
tained by glucose starvation although quiescent cells ob-
tained by nitrogen starvation did have smaller nuclei (Sup-
plementary Figure S5B). Accordingly, while the reduced
nuclear volume of the nitrogen starved cells might con-
tribute to the observed chromosome compaction, it does
not account for compaction in glucose starved cells.We next
examined the effect on compaction of inactivating either
the cohesin or the condensin complex. To do so, we grew
at 23◦C a prototrophic wild type strain carrying arrays at
HOP1 and TAO3 as described above as well as identical
strains carrying a temperature sensitive allele in the gene
encoding one subunit of the cohesin complex, smc1–2, or in
the gene encoding one of the subunits of the condensin com-
plex, smc2–8, and then induced cells into quiescence by glu-
cose starvation for one day. We split the cultures and incu-
bated one half at 23◦C and the other half at 37◦C for 3 h, at
which point we harvested cells and measured the distances
between the two chromosome markers in more than 1000
cells for each culture under each condition. In addition, we
measured the inter-marker distance in the three strains in
exponential growth both at 23◦C and 3 h after incubation at
37◦C. As shown in Figure 8C, inactivation of SMC1 in cells
in exponential phase or quiescence did not comparatively
affect the distance between the two loci in a manner that
would indicate involvement of cohesin in the differences in
condensation between the two growth states. In contrast, in-
activation of SMC2 resulted in a small but statistically sig-
nificant increase in the distance between the loci in expo-
nentially growing cells––median distance of 0.62 m versus
0.55 m.More noteworthy, inactivation of SMC2 in quies-
cent cells substantially expanded the distance between the
two loci in approximately 30% of cells (Figure 8D). These
results suggest that complete compaction of chromosomes
in quiescence depends on the condensin but not the cohesin
complex.
DISCUSSION
We have examined the changes in 3D organization of the
genome that yeast cells undergo in the transition from ex-
ponential growth to quiescence.We observe threemajor dif-
ferences in the organization of the quiescent cell genome rel-
ative to that in growing cells that are illustrated in Figure 9.
First, we find an increased frequency of intrachromosomal
associations at longer distances in quiescence than in grow-
ing cells. Second, we observe a decrease in inter-centromeric
interactions. Third, we find an increase in inter-telomeric in-
teractions. These changes point to pronounced remodeling
of the genomic topology that occurs on entry into quies-
cence.
Our Hi-C results demonstrate a universal increase in the
frequency of more distant intrachromosomal interactions,
roughly greater than 40 kb, relative to that of shorter range
interactions. Moreover, direct measurement of distance be-
tween distant loci on the same chromosome indicates a
highly significant decrease in quiescent cells, regardless of
the means by which they were induced into quiescence, con-
sistent with an increase in the frequency of interaction of
distant loci. Our current understanding of chromatin or-
ganization postulates several levels of DNA compaction,
with the first level consisting of DNA wound around nu-
cleosomes to yield ‘beads on a string.’ The second level,
which observational and computation data support, results
from compaction of nucleosomes into a quasi-random zig-
zag pattern to yield 30 nm fibers (51). The next level, for
which limited experimental data exist, has been hypothe-
sized to consist of loops arising as though the 30 nm fibers
were reeled in hand-over-hand, yielding an inner attach-
ment core fiber where the hands grip the DNA with the
loops emanating outward to form ‘topologically associated
domains’ (52). One possible explanation of our data in this
study could be that the length of these loops are longer in
quiescent cells; that is, that the distance between the attach-
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Figure 7. Subtelomeric regions have shorter 3D separation distances in quiescent cells. (A) An example of microscopic measurement of separation distance
between two subtelomeric loci in quiescent and exponentially growing cells. Green and red spots represent LacI-GFP and TetR-mCherry subtelomeric
foci, respectively, while diffuse fluorescence around the foci outlines the nuclear volume (not depicted here so as to best visualize the foci). (B–D) Empirical
cumulative distribution functions for the 3D distances between TEL09R and TEL03L (B), TEL09R and TEL03R (C) and TEL09R and TEL09L (D) in
both growth states. At any given distance along the horizontal axis the fraction of cells with subtelomeric loci separated by a distance shorter than the
given distance is given along the vertical axis. TheMann–WhitneyU-test P-values are given for the null hypothesis that the two distributions are equal and
the alternative hypothesis that the distribution for the exponentially growing cells is shifted to the right relative to that of the quiescent cells.
ment sites in the inner core are spacedmorewidely along the
chromosome. A second explanation could be that the chro-
mosomes are simplymore ‘scrunched up’ due to the reduced
distance they span between the centromeres located on the
microtubule array and the nuclear envelope. Both mod-
els would concurrently yield an increase in distant interac-
tions and a reduction in intrachromosomal distances, con-
sistent with our observations. These results suggest several
follow up experiments, including mapping genome-wide at-
tachment sites in quiescent cells of condensin and related
molecules responsible for this higher order organization of
chromatin, particularly since we observe that condensin is
required for chromosome compaction in quiescent cells.
The second major reorganization of the topology of the
genome in quiescent cells is a dispersion of centromeres.
This observation can be explained in the light of recent
observations by Laporte, et al. (26) who showed that the
yeast spindle undergoes a major reorganization in station-
ary phase. In particular, the cytoplasmic microtubules dis-
appear and a long stable monopolar array of nuclear mi-
crotubules assembles from the single spindle pole body and
spans the nucleus. While the kinetochores remain attached
to the nuclear microtubules, they no longer sequester at the
spindle pole body but distribute along the monopolar mi-
crotubule array. This would explain the reduction in inter-
chromosomal interaction of centromeric regions, although
the limited interaction of the centromeric region with arms
of the same or other chromosomes remains low, suggesting
a persistence of the Rabl configuration in quiescence.
The third major reorganization of the topology of the
genome in quiescent cells is an increase in the interaction
among telomeres. This is true for almost all pairwise telom-
ere interactions, both inter- and intrachromosomal, and
was confirmed by fluorescence microscopy for three sepa-
rate pairs. During exponential growth, telomeres reside at
the nuclear periphery in 4-8 foci with telomeres on the arms
of chromosomes of roughly equal length exhibiting higher
interaction (7–8,10–11,40). Our results are not the conse-
quence of formation of fewer telomeric foci in the nucleus,
since we in fact observe an increase in the number of foci
in quiescent cells relative to growing cells. However, we note
that the intensity of Rap1 binding at the foci is substantially
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Figure 8. Two loci bounding a 119 kb region along chromosome IX have a shorter 3D separation distance in quiescent cells. (A) An example of microscopic
measurement of separation distance between two loci that bound a 119 kb region along chromosome IX. Green and red spots represent LacI-GFP and
TetR-mCherry foci, respectively, while diffuse fluorescence around the foci outlines the nuclear volume (not depicted here so as to best visualize the foci).
(B) Empirical cumulative distribution function for the 3D distances between the loci in exponential growth (‘Exp’) at 23◦C or following a 3 h shift to 37◦C,
1-day glucose-starved quiescence (‘Qui (-G)’) at 23◦C or starved at 23◦C and then shifted to 37◦C for 3 h, and 1-day nitrogen-starved quiescence at 23◦C
(‘Qui (-N)’). Cells containing more than one red and one green spot were eliminated from consideration, as were cells with mitotic nuclei or with distances
between spots greater than 2.3 m. Three independent biological replicates gave essentially identical results and the data for all three experiments were
pooled for the figure. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was performed under the null hypothesis that the two distributions are equivalent. *, P < 0.05; **, P
< 0.003; ***, P < 0.0001. (C, D) Empirical cumulative distribution function for the 3D distances between the loci in strains carrying either temperature
sensitive allele smc1–2 (C) or smc2–8 (D) in exponential growth (‘Exp’) at 23◦C or following a 3 h shift to 37◦C or 1-day glucose-starved quiescence (‘Qui
(-G)’) at 23◦C or starved at 23◦C and then shifted to 37◦C for 3 h. P-values were determined using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test as above.
greater in quiescent cells than in growing cells. This could re-
sult from the liberation of Rap1 from the several hundred ri-
bosomal biogenesis and ribosomal protein genes, whose ex-
pression declines significantly in the non-growing quiescent
cells. Such an increase in binding could perhaps increase the
strength, and thus the duration, of the intertelomeric inter-
actions within the foci.
We note that a variety of functionally related genomic
features, including tRNA genes, origins of replication and
Ty elements (Supplementary Figure S6), show no specific
interactions either during exponential growth or during qui-
escence or change their interactions on the transition from
one state to the other.While we do detect variation in the ag-
gregation of subsets of each group of elements during expo-
nential growth, this aggregation can be accounted for solely
on the basis of the close association of pericentric regions of
all chromosomes during exponential growth and the reduc-
tion of that association during quiescence. This is somewhat
surprising for tRNA genes in light of previous results from
fluorescence in situ hybridization that at least a subset of
tRNA genes associate with the periphery of the nucleolus
(13). A previous Hi-C experiment seemed to confirm that
association (12). However, our results obtained at a signifi-
cantly higher resolution fail to confirm those earlier studies
and suggest that these earlier results may have mistaken the
pericentric association for functional organization.
One rationale for examining the higher order organiza-
tion of chromatin in quiescent yeast cells was the prior ob-
servation by Pin˜on of a distinct chromatin body in quiescent
versus exponentially growing cells. This G0 genome sedi-
mented at a slower rate in sucrose gradients than genomes
from either G1 or G2 cells. This would suggest that the G0
chromatin body contained either less mass than that from
G1or G2 cells or that it occupied more volume. Our re-
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Figure 9. Model of genome topology in growing and quiescent yeast cells.
During exponential growth centromeres aggregate at the spindle pole body
on one side of the nucleus with the nucleolus on the opposite side. The arms
of each chromosome associate in the pericentric region but then splay out-
ward into the nuclear space with the ends of the chromosomes forming 4–8
foci at the nuclear periphery. Each chromosome interacts on average with
itself more often than it does with other chromosomes. The smaller chro-
mosome arms interact with each other more than they do with the larger
chromosome arms. During quiescence, centromeres distribute along an ar-
ray of nuclear microtubules that spans the nucleus and thus interact much
less frequently with each other but remain functionally compartmental-
ized away from other regions of the genome. Conversely, telomeres interact
with each other more frequently, possibly due to an increased propensity
for telomeres to participate in foci or an increased duration of association
in foci.Moreover, longer range intra-chromosomal interactions increase at
the expense of those at shorter range likely as a consequence of increased
compaction of the chromosomes.
sults suggesting that the chromatin in quiescent cells is more
compacted than that of exponentially growing cells does not
account for Pin˜on’s observation. Rather, the dispersion of
chromosomes along the novel quiescentmicrotubule bundle
might be responsible for the increased volume of the chro-
matin body and the resulting reduced sedimentation rate.
Our results demonstrating a reduced interchromosomal in-
teraction of centromeres adds weight to the hypothesis.
The observations from this study raise two interrelated
questions: what is responsible for the reorganization of the
yeast genome in quiescent cells and are those changes nec-
essary for the survival of cells during quiescence? One way
to address both questions is to determine what genes are
required for the reorganization and do mutations in those
genes reduce the survival of quiescent cells. We have shown
that condensin is required for maintenance of chromatin
compaction in quiescence, although we don’t yet know
whether this loss of compaction results in decreased viabil-
ity in quiescence. The previous study by Laporte et al. ex-
amined the role of several microtubule associated proteins
in formation of nuclear microtubule arrays in quiescence
and the effect of mutations of genes encoding these proteins
on survival in stationary phase. They found that the kinesin
Kip3 and subunits of the dynactin complex were required
for both nuclear microtubule formation and survival in qui-
escence. We would anticipate that these mutants would also
be defective in at least a portion of the topological changes
in quiescencewe observe.We note that a number of genes in-
volved in chromatin structure, including histone modifying
enzymesHAT1 and RTT109, exhibit reduced expression in
quiescence. In addition, our prior studies identified a num-
ber of genes required for survival during long term starva-
tion for glucose. These included a number of genes involved
in chromatin structure such as SPT4, IES2 and ASF1, the
latter of which is required for long range interactions of sites
on chromosome III (53). Accordingly, testing the effect of
mutations in these genes on chromatin structure in quies-
cence would be informative.
The results presented here provide a possible common
feature of quiescent cells that is assumed regardless of the
means of entry into quiescence. We have found this feature
is common to cells induced into quiescence by two different
starvation regimens. Moreover, the extent to which some or
all of these changes reflect essential components of quies-
cence in mammalian cells, such as memory B and resting T
cells or certain stem cell populations, could prove produc-
tive lines of investigation.
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